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Thought Leadership Report

Cost Effective Virtual Program Drives Performance
Gains at Low Cost and Low Impact
The Budget Control Act (aka Sequestration) has robbed funds and
resources from hard working federal civilian and military organizations,
while the expectations of organization’s missions remain the same and
in some cases, even more demands are being placed on organizations.
How can organizations acquire needed skills and best practices to
implement performance improvement tools and techniques in order to
produce results now and over time on a shoestring budget?
The Virtual Performance Improvement Engagement
MainStream GS (MainStream) has developed a low cost, low impact
service that is generating high returns for clients. Leveraging virtual
conferencing technology that is free to clients to use MainStream Senior
Management Consultants can work remotely with clients to provide
consulting and knowledge transfer and share industry best practices
on proven approaches for performance improvement. Sessions can be
conducted for groups or one-on-one to client personal workstations or
tablets. Moreover, this service model can be conducted on a part-time
basis over time based upon the schedule of the client. Sessions can
be consolidated or spread out over time. Clients have an opportunity
to work on assignments and report back to the MainStream team to get
feedback on their progress, where they can improve, and recap what
they are learning.
Tailor a Schedule that has Low Impact on your Workforce and
High Return for your Team
In one specific engagement, the client provided their own custom
problem set and learning curriculum. MainStream ramped up on their
material in order deliver consulting, training, and knowledge transfer. In
addition to the client’s proprietary training material, MainStream added
industry best practices acquired from over a decade of solving similar
challenges for near peer clients. Sessions were scheduled when most
convenient for the client and feedback was exchanged both live online
and via email.

program can be configured to provide a combination of one-on-one
and group consulting over the web. One of MainStream’s clients are
getting almost ten people trained and mentored over a period of a few
months at the cost of what traditionally might have been for one person
for a few weeks.
MainStream GS is available for a consultation today to help you
understand if this cost effect, results focused virtual program
might benefit your organization. Contact MainStream GS at info@
mainstreamgs.com or 877-785-4888.
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Cost Effective Engagement Allows for Streamlined Acquisition
MainStream’s cost effective programs allow for streamlined acquisition
on GSA MOBIS or other vehicles most convenient for our clients. The
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